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CAUTION: Professionals and amateurs are hereby warned that performance of FUL-
FILLMENT CENTER is subject to payment of a royalty. It is fully protected under the 
copyright laws of the United States of America, and of all countries covered by the Inter-
national Copyright Union (including the Dominion of Canada and the rest of the British 
Commonwealth), and of all countries covered by the Pan-American Copyright Conven-
tion, the Universal Copyright Convention, the Berne Convention, and of all countries 
with which the United States has reciprocal copyright relations. All rights, including 
without limitation professional/amateur stage rights, motion picture, recitation, lecturing, 
public reading, radio broadcasting, television, video or sound recording, all other forms 
of mechanical, electronic and digital reproduction, transmission and distribution, such 
as CD, DVD, the Internet, private and file-sharing networks, information storage and 
retrieval systems, photocopying, and the rights of translation into foreign languages are 
strictly reserved. Particular emphasis is placed upon the matter of readings, permission 
for which must be secured from the Author’s agent in writing.

The English language stock and amateur stage performance rights in the United States, 
its territories, possessions and Canada for FULFILLMENT CENTER are controlled ex-
clusively by Dramatists Play Service, Inc., 440 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016. 
No professional or nonprofessional performance of the Play may be given without ob-
taining in advance the written permission of Dramatists Play Service, Inc., and paying 
the requisite fee.

Inquiries concerning all other rights should be addressed to WME Entertainment, 11 
Madison Avenue, 18th floor, New York, NY 10010. Attn: Scott Chaloff.

SPECIAL NOTE
Anyone receiving permission to produce FULFILLMENT CENTER is required to give 
credit to the Author as sole and exclusive Author of the Play on the title page of all pro-
grams distributed in connection with performances of the Play and in all instances in 
which the title of the Play appears, including printed or digital materials for advertising, 
publicizing or otherwise exploiting the Play and/or a production thereof. Please see your 
production license for font size and typeface requirements.

Be advised that there may be additional credits required in all programs and promo-
tional material. Such language will be listed under the “Additional Billing” section of 
production licenses. It is the licensee’s responsibility to ensure any and all required bill-
ing is included in the requisite places, per the terms of the license.

SPECIAL NOTE ON SONGS AND RECORDINGS
Dramatists Play Service, Inc. neither holds the rights to nor grants permission to use any 
songs or recordings mentioned in the Play. Permission for performances of copyrighted 
songs, arrangements or recordings mentioned in this Play is not included in our license 
agreement. The permission of the copyright owner(s) must be obtained for any such use. 
For any songs and/or recordings mentioned in the Play, other songs, arrangements, or 
recordings may be substituted provided permission from the copyright owner(s) of such 
songs, arrangements or recordings is obtained; or songs, arrangements or recordings in 
the public domain may be substituted.
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FULFILLMENT CENTER was commissioned and given its world 
premiere by the Manhattan Theatre Club (Lynne Meadow, Artistic 
Director; Barry Grove, Executive Producer) on June 20th, 2017. It 
was directed by Daniel Aukin, the scenic design was by Andrew 
Lieberman, the costume design was by Ásta Bennie Hostetter, the 
lighting design was by Pat Collins, and the sound design was by 
Ryan Rumery. The cast was as follows:

MADELEINE  ..................................................................  Eboni Booth
ALEX  ............................................................................  Bobby Moreno
SUZAN  ..................................................................  Deirdre O’Connell
JOHN  ........................................................................  Frederick Weller
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CHARACTERS

MADELEINE, 31, black. 

ALEX, 31, latino. 

SUZAN, 60s, white. 

JOHN, 42, white. 

LOCATIONS

An apartment
An alley behind the regional shipping facility (“fulfillment center”) 

for a large online retailer
A campground
A bar 
A sculpture garden
A highway
…all in New Mexico.

A NOTE ABOUT DIALOGUE

A “pause” can be as short as a quick beat, or as long as a full rest. 
Whatever you find works best.

An ellipsis is a pause owned by that character.

Overlapping lines are indicated in two ways: with a slash (/), or like 
this:

ALEX.  Of course MADELEINE.  And that’s
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A NOTE ABOUT DESIGN

In the Manhattan Theatre Club production, we staged the play with 
a few chairs and a few props. Locations were indicated through 
light and sound. While future productions are welcome to incor-
porate more scenic elements, the play can be done with almost 
none. Whatever the design, it must allow one scene to shift to the 
next immediately, without blackouts or formal transitions. These 
will interrupt the flow of the play.
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FULFILLMENT CENTER
Scene 1

Sound of a buzzer.

Lights up on Suzan and Alex in the alley behind the fulfill-
ment center. Alex is holding a clipboard and an iPhone, which 
he’ll use as a stopwatch.
There are several orange cones set up.

ALEX.  Go.
Suzan runs between the cones.

Okay don’t run.
SUZAN.  What?
ALEX.  Don’t run.
SUZAN.  What?
ALEX.  Don’t run.
SUZAN.  I can’t / actually hear you.
ALEX.  You can’t run.

Stopwatch beeps.
SUZAN.  How was that?
ALEX.  Yeah, you can’t run.
SUZAN.  What?
ALEX.  You actually, you can’t run.
SUZAN.  How did I do though, did I make it?
ALEX.  You made it within the time limit, yeah
SUZAN.  Great! / God that’s great
ALEX.  But as I said, you can’t actually
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SUZAN.  What?
ALEX.  Run.
SUZAN.  I wasn’t running.
ALEX.  That was a pretty quick walk.
SUZAN.  That was a jog I think
ALEX.  Uh…
SUZAN.  Think that was a jog!
ALEX.  You’re completely out of breath.
SUZAN.  Well that’s true.
You got me there!
Hang on
Whew
Okay.
Hahaha
ALEX.  We just have a policy that you can’t actually run.
SUZAN.  What about jogging?
ALEX.  Or jog, yeah, jogging, yeah
SUZAN.  
Well why is that? Hahaha ALEX. 
You said it was a time, uh, time-based sort of Well it’s just—
… …

System, yeah, so—
So did I make the time?
ALEX.  You made it, yeah, but—
SUZAN.  Well great! So that’s great!
ALEX.  The policy is in place because the job is a seven-hour shift.
SUZAN.  Uh-huh.
ALEX.  It’s not, you know, the running thing is in place because you 
can’t actually run for seven hours, so we need people who
SUZAN.  Right well I’m a little older
ALEX.  Uh-huh
SUZAN.  So that’s, of course there’s gotta be a slightly different policy 
for a “woman of a certain age,” right?
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ALEX.  Actually, no. I’m sorry. Thank you, though, for—
SUZAN.  I’ve just been traveling, was on my way from Tucson up 
to Maine, but then my car completely conked out on me, just sitting 
over there at the campground, and I saw the posting for this job, 
and I thought this will be perfect: short term, pay’s pretty good, 
work through the holiday, get my car fixed, continue on my jour-
ney, and I’m in good shape for my age, so
ALEX.  I actually have to go back inside now, / it’s a busy
SUZAN.  Lemme try it one more time, k? Hahaha, one more time, 
come on, holidays are coming up, I bet you could use the help…
ALEX.  Uh…
Alright. / Once more.
SUZAN.  Oh thank you
Oh that’s nice of you
ALEX.  Then I gotta
SUZAN.  Sure, great, of course. I understand.
ALEX.  You ready?
SUZAN.  Hang on, gimme a minute
Haven’t done something like this since um
ALEX.  Ready?
SUZAN.  Yup, alright, sure, so
ALEX.  Go.

She goes.
Now you’re going too slowly
SUZAN.  I’ll run
ALEX.  You can’t run
SUZAN.  I’ll jog then
ALEX.  Jogging is running
SUZAN.  Well am I gonna make it how fast am I
ALEX.  You have to walk
That’s a walk
SUZAN.  To me these terms feel
VERY
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Slippery
Stopwatch beeps.
She’s breathing hard.

How was that?
ALEX.  Uh
SUZAN.  I made it?
ALEX.  Yeah…
SUZAN.  Great, oh that’s great
Hahahaha / “Trying to murder me?”
ALEX.  But it’s not, listen, you have to do this—
It’s seven straight hours of work.
SUZAN.  I know that
ALEX.  You have to do that for seven hours.
SUZAN.  With breaks.
ALEX.  It’s eight hours, with an hour of breaks.
SUZAN.  Eight hours with an hour of breaks
Well ALEX.  
That’s good Spread out.
That’s a lot of breaks
I’ll rest up during the breaks!
I promise you
I’ll do a good job, I swear.
ALEX.  …
…
Okay.
SUZAN.  Yeah? Oh great.
ALEX.  Alright, yeah, um
SUZAN.  Oh great, that’s a relief. God, thank you.
ALEX.  It’s—
SUZAN.  It means a lot to me. Thank you.
ALEX.  It’s not a favor
SUZAN.  No, of course not.
ALEX.  It’s—we need the help.
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SUZAN.  Great, of course.
A buzzer sounds inside the fulfillment center.

Feel like I’m late for class
ALEX.  Yeah that’s to keep us on track, gotta get a certain amount of 
packages out within each of those time frames, then they shorten or 
lengthen the time frame depending on how we’re doing center-wide

His phone buzzes.
(Looking at the phone.) Ah shit
They need me back inside, so I’ll just orient you real quick
SUZAN.  Oh, I’m—
ALEX.  You wanna start now?
SUZAN.  Yeah! I—
ALEX.  You brought all your paperwork, all that?
SUZAN.  Of course, here…
ALEX.  They’ll uh—they’ll take care of that inside
SUZAN.  Okay
Sorry, not the most organized
ALEX.  SUZAN.
Lemme just give you the quick over- Papers everywhere
view, then I’ll take you inside Sorry
SUZAN.  Okay.
ALEX.  My colleague usually does this but we’re moving quickly 
here, welcome to November
SUZAN.  Ready to go.
ALEX.  (Reading from a script.) This is a fulfillment center.
SUZAN.  I’m gonna sit down.
ALEX.  Don’t do that
SUZAN.  Oh
ALEX.  Just
SUZAN.  Sorry
ALEX.  Yeah, just stay on your feet for a minute.
SUZAN.  Absolutely.
ALEX.  (Back to script.) This is a fulfillment center, um, so this is 
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2 men, 2 women

In the New Mexico desert, a down-on-her-luck folk singer takes a job at a 
giant online retailer’s shipping center. Her young manager struggles to 
connect with his girlfriend newly relocated from New York. And a drifter 
living at a local campground dangerously links them all. A raw, surprising, 
and funny play about four lonely lives coming together in the search for 
fulfillment.

“[A] quietly shattering play… though you’re likely to feel the pressure of 
unshed tears when [it] is over, FULFILLMENT CENTER is also an 
unexpectedly inspiriting work. …The [play] is steeped in a luminous 
and illuminating empathy that feels both uncommon and essential…”
 —The New York Times

“Koogler’s wry drama FULFILLMENT CENTER trains a humanist’s eye 
on…moments of real physical contact… Interactions are bittersweet, some-
times even frightening, but we watch hungrily. …One of the work’s keen 
pleasures is the way it feels like a carefully wrapped package: everything 
precisely contained, each of its two-person scenes assembled with the least 
padding possible.” —Time Out New York

“In its quietly distraught manner, FULFILLMENT CENTER makes a 
true portrait of today’s Americans. Though full of good will and eager to 
connect, none of its characters fully knows how to communicate… That 
you feel a helpless sense of pitying affection for them all comes…from 
Koogler’s terse, astutely turned dialogue…” —The Village Voice
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